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Abstract—Departure from the analytics for single assets, in
many application domains, complex scenarios require us to
determine and discover facts and insights for a collective of
assets, spaces, and environments. Due to the advance of machine
learning (ML), such complex scenarios are increasingly relied
on different edge ML detection, which are diverse for different
purposes, like object detection, anomaly detection, surface defect
detection or activity recognition/classification, in a unified man-
agement view of a business. Widely integrated and provisioned
at the edge, the diversity of the underlying ML models, concrete
deployments, and changes in operations lead to different types
of detection results. However, extensive metadata required for
interpreting the results is not well supported, in addition to
the difficulty when integrating and analyzing detection results
from multiple pipelines and algorithms. In this paper, we present
Analytics Feature Space (AFS) as a novel framework to support
high-level analytics and integration for multiple types of ML
detection at the edge in a unified way that is applied to collectives
of assets, spaces and environments. AFS abstracts and supports
key metadata related to edge ML detection, changes in detection
deployments and metadata for the above-mentioned collective
detection and analytics. We introduce techniques to manage
relationships between analytics subjects, ML detection models
and results. Different ways for integrating AFS and detection
pipelines are presented. We demonstrate our experiments with
realistic scenarios for operation management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, various ML pipelines have been developed and
deployed at the edge to carry out different types of near real-
time detection. Although object detection [1], [2], [3], [4]
is widely used in many applications, in real-world complex
systems like Intelligent Operation Centers for industrial zones
or Digital Twins, we have many other types of detection,
like anomaly detection [5], [6], [7], event detection, quality
control detection of specific categories, hazardous material
and surface detection. In parallel, in the view of analytics for
different purposes, we move away from single detection for
single assets to the analytics of complex subjects encapsulating
highly connected assets (e.g., pumps and pipes), related spaces
(e.g., wastewater lakes), and environments (e.g., wastewater
and air) in a managed business. We call entities abstracted
in such a complex subject that must be managed together
a Collective of Assets, Spaces, and Environments (CASE).
In the interest of complex operations and management, to
manage CASE, the analytics can leverage many types of

above-mentioned detection1. Thus, there is a need to integrate
different types of detection for a holistic analytics of CASE.

To date, the results from the detection at the edge are
normally delivered to the downstream (cloud-based) applica-
tions via messaging systems to support near real-time stream
analytics and decision-making and to store the results into
data lakes for future analytics. When examining the detection
needed for the analytics of CASE, two key observations are
drawn. First, the detection pipelines are diverse in terms of
underlying ML models (e.g., object detection models and time
series anomaly data detection models) and outputs (e.g., mul-
tiple object detection vs specific types of anomaly detection).
Second, due to highly decoupling and ML model changes in
software and system operations at the edge, these pipelines can
be reconfigured and changed w.r.t. runtime execution configu-
rations, ML model configurations, and data sources without
controls/awareness of the downstream applications/systems.
Therefore, for complex applications in the downstream, which
aggregate the results from various pipelines, there are many
types of data that can be missed or inadequate to support the
analytics and integration of the outputs from these pipelines.
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Fig. 1. Unified detection management for collectives of assets, spaces, and
environments at the edge. Often the operator needs applications to analyze
multiple related entities in a CASE.

Most state-of-the-art systems support tightly integrated sin-
gle, specific detection pipelines for specific purposes, such as
traffic management, face detection, and surveillance, within a
view of Internet of Things (IoT) platforms. Thus, existing tech-
niques do not consider dynamic changes due to the decoupling
of the operation of these edge pipelines in complex systems,

1Although in ML, ”detection” has a specific interpretation, distinguishable
from, e.g., classification or recognition. This paper uses the term ”detection”
in a broader sense to indicate the fact that, for management purposes, we need
to discover and determine insightful states and facts of target entities.



as mentioned above. However, real-world applications need to
deal with the management of multiple types of detection ap-
plied to CASE, as show in Figure 1. In our focus, downstream
applications often require many results from different detection
pipelines without having a complete knowledge about changes
at the edge. For such applications, it is important to obtained
various types of metadata, besides the detection results, as well
as changes in order to carry out the analytics. This requires
us to carefully devise new types of traceable, metadata and
changes that must be captured and delivered together with the
detection results to support downstream applications. In this
work, we address the above-mentioned issues by introducing
the Analytics Feature Space (AFS) as a novel framework to
address the interoperability, integration and explainability for
multiple types of ML detection at the edge in a unified way
for CASE. The paper makes the following contributions:

• making several types of metadata associated with edge
detection pipelines for a CASE explicitly: many types of
metadata are implicitly hidden inside the implementation;
they are not available or hard to obtain for downstream
analytics. This paper identifies and introduces specifica-
tions for many metadata that must be explicitly modeled.

• capturing important changes for downstream applications:
given the autonomous deployment and operation of edge
pipelines, cloud-based downstream applications must be
aware of the changes in order to make decisions. This
paper contributes techniques for capturing such data,
powering metadata enrichment for detection results.

• providing a generic framework with functions and mid-
dleware for the enrichment of results and metadata:
usually such enrichment cannot be done at a single place
due to the complex deployment. This paper develops
various functions together with messaging middleware
and other relevant components to support the enrichment.

The AFS framework supports analytics subjects for CASE
in a flexible and reusable way. By utilizing the AFS, many
types of necessary metadata can be provided, together with
different results of detection models that are transformed and
enriched into common schemas and categories, including do-
main and optional information. This will help the development
of downstream analytics and detection result sharing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents our scenarios and requirements. We present the AFS
framework in Section III and provide the implementation detail
in Section IV. Section V presents examples and experiments.
We discuss the related work in Section VI and conclude the
paper in Section VII.

II. SCENARIOS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

A. Scenarios

Let us consider a scenario in which multiple, different
upstream detection pipelines at the edge will provide de-
tection services to the downstream applications for CASE.
Our scenario is based on a realistic Intelligent Operation
Center (IOC) for industrial zones and factories, especially in

developing countries. The exemplified IOC type is to manage
environmental conditions and safety in different wastewater
processing factories located in different places. Several edge
cameras and IoT devices are deployed, managed, and operated
autonomously with ML-based detection pipelines, decoupled
from the IOC services in the cloud. The analytics of CASE
for IOC requires:

• edge detection (upstream detection): data from cameras
and IoT devices are fed into ML pipelines for various
types of detection, such as restricted area violation de-
tection (using cameras) or wastewater surface detection
(using cameras) or wastewater monitoring (using sensors
for oxygen, pH and pressure measurement). The relevant,
significant detection results will also be sent to the IOC
services in the cloud. However, not all (detailed) results
are sent, but follow the configuration, e.g., periodically
every hour, or only for important events, measurements,
objects, and possible raw images/detailed evidence if
some conditions are met. During the operation, these
pipelines can be updated, changed, and reconfigured
independently from the cloud-based IOC services. Thus,
if not updated, the IOC will not know the changes, which
can affect the management and decision-making.

• downstream applications for the analytics of CASE:
based on the high-level results from various upstream
detection, further detection and analytics will be car-
ried out. For example, for safety purposes, an analytics
may require upstream object detection and restricted
area violation detection, detection of wastewater lakes
quality from wastewater surface detection and wastewater
monitoring. Such analytics and further detection reflect a
composable (real-time) monitoring and warning system
that integrates upstream results to improve the efficiency
of CASE management using multiple detection.

Although upstream detection may be distributed across differ-
ent places, all of them are for CASE that must be managed in
a unified view to serve complex applications:

1) An safety application needs a unified view of upstream
object detection and anomaly detection: Common character-
istics of factories are their large area and many surveillance
needs, such as safety and emergency situation support. Be-
sides single pipelines for specific places, such as surveillance
detection in wastewater processing lakes or activity detection
in office areas, unified monitoring for the whole factory,
especially for emergency support, is needed. For example,
where does the emergent situation occur? How many people
are in that dangerous area? Checking all cameras or every
single detection result at that time is not an optimal solution.
Therefore, integrating detection pipelines to have a unified
view and sharing detected data is necessary in an IOC or in
some emergency situations.

2) A quality control application needs a unified view of
upstream anomaly detection and activity detection: Automatic
quality control via images or video is carried out for water
lakes by detecting anomalies in areas that are required to be
monitored all the time or are difficult for humans to access.
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Drones or specialized cameras must be used instead. More-
over, in the case of semi-automatic wastewater processing,
where workers take roles in some parts of the processing,
activity detection can be deployed. Together with camera
system, the quality control also uses sensors to monitor water
quality, pressure, temperature, to name just a few. In order
to build an overall quality control monitoring application,
the IOC needs to integrate and combine different types of
measurements and deploy many downstream analytics.

B. Research Questions (RQs)

From the scenarios, two RQs are identified that need to be
tackled:
RQ1 – Which types of metadata and how to link them to
the detection results and analytics for a CASE? We must
address the diversity of ML detection pipelines by modeling
and capturing common metadata reflecting different types
of detection, ML models and assets in a CASE, such as
detection classes, models, and data sources. Furthermore,
metadata should help us to integrate and route feature instances
resulted from detection pipelines at the edge for downstream
applications in a unified view. Many more types of metadata
about ML inferences/detection must be provided to support the
use of detection results, including explainability. Given the
metadata provided by the pipeline, downstream applications
must be able to access further metadata about ML algorithms
to make decision. Furthermore, metadata enrichment functions
must be supported to enhance detection results to adapt to
downstream analytics needs.
RQ2 – What types of changes need to be captured and
exchanged? Many changes can happen in detection models
and their configurations due to model updates or ensem-
ble configurations. At runtime, changes in detection result
constraints can be observed as ML pipelines can be highly
configurable to specify constraints on detection results to be
delivered to the downstream. Furthermore, changes in data
sources associated with analytics subject occur when one or
more data sources for a pipeline are added or removed. These
changes are triggered by two main situations: the context
awareness of the business/deployment (e.g., the minimum
thresholds for a specific CASE) and the runtime adaptation due
to adaptive control strategies (e.g., reducing detection rates).
Especially, changes in constraints for detection results that are
based on runtime contexts and deployment contexts should
be communicated to avoid misunderstanding of the quality of
detection results and to support explainability on data drifts in
detection.

III. THE ANALYTICS FEATURE SPACE FRAMEWORK

A. Defining an Analytics Feature Space: unified detection
management for CASE at the edge

We first explain our unified view for multi types of detection
at the edge in our focus. In existing work, typically there exist
multiple assets (e.g., pumps and pipes) and each asset has a set
of dedicated monitoring points, e.g., linked to sensors/cameras,
for the asset only. Then, analytics/detection is specifically

applied to the asset by analyzing measurements and detec-
tion results from data provided by these monitoring points.
However, due to the dynamic edge deployments, software,
changes and the concept of analytics/detection associated with
the domain, several relationships are complex and changing.
For example, a monitoring point at a specific location can
provide data for a concrete asset located in that location, such
as an equipment, but can also provide data for monitoring of
the specific location. Hence a single monitoring point is for
two separated different analytics subjects.
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Fig. 2. High-level conceptual relationships of main elements in a unified
detection view.

Figure 2 presents a unified view of relevant software and
data components for dynamic, multiple types of detection.
From the application viewpoint, a Detection Pipeline can be
deployed for detection of an asset, space or environment.
A Detection Pipeline will rely on Data Source provided
by Monitoring Point. An Analytics Subject is a high-level
abstraction that indicates the subject to be analyzed is a CASE.
The subject can include a concrete asset (e.g., like a pump or
a building), a specific location, entries to gates or wastewater
lake, or a specific category like wastewater. Analytics subjects
are usually defined in the application specific setting, such
as downstream analytics. To analyze a subject, we use dif-
ferent ML models with different data sources and techniques.
However, analytics subjects and data sources have a dynamic
relationship.

In principle, using ML Model a detection algorithm within
an ML-based Detection Pipeline performs various tasks of
detection (e.g. in YOLO8 we can do ’detect’, ’segment’,
’classify’, ’pose’ detection [8]). A detection pipeline may
employ many detection algorithms. The detection results can
be associated with different classification labels (e.g., ”person”
for an object detection or ”spike” for anomaly detection)
defined in different naming classes, e.g., classes for objects
in YOLO COCO8 [9]. Listing 1 presents an example of
an output from Aamzon SageMaker activity detection [10],
whereas Listing 2 presents a typical output from a YOLO
detection (self implemented).

Hence, in the real-world situations, although the research
and industry communities have harmonized such labels, still
there exist many naming classes that the downstream applica-
tions must handle. A detection result also includes many other
types of data, including (i) properties of the detection result
such as "count" – a specific measurement for "person" or
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%Source code from:
https://github.com/aws-samples/amazon-sagema ⌋
ker-activity-detection/blob/master/developme ⌋
nt/SM-transferlearning-UCF101-Inference.ipynb
response = {

'S3Path': {'S': data['S3_VIDEO_PATH']},
'Predicted': {'S': predicted_name},
'Probability': {'S': probability},
'DateCreatedUTC': {'S': now},

}

Listing 1: Example from an Amazon Sagemaker code sample
[10]

result={
'detection_model_name': model_name,
'ts': timestamp,
'result': list_detected_objects

}

Listing 2: Example of detection data from a YOLO model

"anomaly" – an indicator of an anomaly and (ii) confidence
of the detection associated with the detection object via
"Probability".

Thus, besides the detection results, there are many other
types of data characterizing and explaining the result, e.g.
which ML models or configuration are used. Overall, given
a CASE, when using multiple ML models for various detec-
tion tasks with multiple pipelines, we can consider that the
results and associated metadata from these algorithms belong
to an ”Analytics Feature Space” (AFS), which provides an
abstraction for the analytics of CASE. We define an AFS as:

Analytics Feature Space (AFS)

An Analytics Feature Space defines a unified detection
management for a collective of assets, spaces, and
environments (CASE) at the edge, supporting key
metadata, changes, and detection results enrichment to
address interoperability, integration, and explainability.
A system that supports the AFS concept is called an
AFS-aware detection system.

Conceptualizing AFS helps address data interoperability,
integration, and explainability of multiple detection algo-
rithms/pipelines for complex applications. First, AFS provides
modeling for the results outputted from these tools and their
associated metadata in a generic way. This helps improve the
selection of detection results based on ML algorithms and
their changes in downstream analytics. Second, in order to
provide features for advanced analytics, AFS helps the use
and composition of the results easily for different applications,
from common purposes to specific analytics.

B. Designing AFS

1) Analytics Subject: An Analytics Subject is used to rep-
resent the subject for detection and analytics. We assume

that any AFS-aware detection system will integrate with a
CASE management service (e.g., asset management), which
have detailed information about the subject. For example,
the asset management system can have detailed information
about a pump (vendors, profiles, etc.). Analytics subject can
represent a CASE. AFS will use the identifier of the subject
for discovering associated entities. Every analytics subject is
unique in a system (based on naming convention) and for
the purpose of integration and explainability, the analytics
subject is explicitly model in AFS by tagging an identifier
– analyticsSubjectId.

2) Detection feature instances: Outputs from an upstream,
edge ML detection pipeline are feature instances or candidates
for feature instances to be used in downstream applications
(for analytics or further ML tasks), such as safely or runtime
operation of all entities the CASE abstracted in an analytics
subject in a unified view. Candidates for feature instances
will have to be processed through transformation/enrichment
functions to be feature instances for the downstream appli-
cations. Therefore, feature instances must also be associated
with information about domains and extension for enrichment.
Second, the schema for metadata associated with the feature
instances is an important problem to be addressed. Such
metadata can be collected and enriched through the pipeline.

Currently, many algorithms can detect different types of
entities that can be considered for the AFS, such as (i)
object detection – types of detected objects are based on a
common definition such as person and car [11], [12], (ii)
anomaly detection – such as operational problems and faults
of assets [13], [14], or behavior detection, such as trends in
forecasting. Detailed data fields in the feature instances are
specific to application domains. Thus, we can classify the
feature instances into different application domains to support
the routing and delivery of feature instances through various
components in the data pipeline. It is a new problem on
how we select, categorize and map the feature instances in a
systematically way to suitable for programming, configuring,
and developing downstream detection.

3) Explicit naming classes for detection results: Some
data fields of feature instances can be improved for data
interoperability. Consider a detected object in an ML
object detection. Although represented in different forms, in
most cases, we see that the results from a detection are in the
form of ”classname:count”, illustrated as follows:
"result": {

"person": 3,
"car": 1

}

where classname ("person" or "car") is the label of
the detected object. Furthermore, a confidence degree of the
detection can be provided. Given a detection for a data stream,
many different ML detection models can be used. Each model
is used for different object detection with different accuracy.
However, different models may use the same or different class
names. For example, "person" can be used by two different
ML models but it will be an issue to interpret "persons"
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detected from them as the same, as the "persons" detected
are with different accuracy.

Therefore, AFS proposes to map labels/class names from
specific ML models to a global name for integration and inter-
operability purposes. AFS provides an explicit list of naming
classes so that classname in the detection results can be
traced back to its definitions and detection models. Common
prediction classes that can be used in pipelines. We use a
common namespace way "namingscheme.classname"
to specify information about the scheme where class names are
based on. Examples are "UCF101.Archery" ("Archery"
is a predicted class in the UCF101 dataset [15]), and
"YOLO.Person" (based on YOLO COCO8 [9]).

4) Explicit domain categories for detection purposes: Other
important information about the ML detection models used in
an existing detection pipeline is the purpose of the detection.
Such purposes are implicitly hidden in the deployment of the
pipelines. In terms of sharing for a unified view on detection
of a CASE, such results cannot effectively be utilized by
other applications without the important information about the
purpose.

Understanding the domain and the detection purpose is im-
portant. For example, an ML pipeline can detect "persons"
but the interpretation is very different if the result is used for
traffic and access control management in an industrial zone
vs for safety analytics of workers in the same zone. Given
a data source, the data captured is for a specific application
purpose. Thus, the detection results from that data source are
for a specific application purpose, which can be identified by
the deployment of the detection pipeline. The purpose can be
reflected via the application domain category.

Although, the state-of-the art does not have a common
agreed vocabulary w.r.t. the category of the application do-
main, we can assume that they can be pre-defined and user-
defined when sharing detection results for CASE. In AFS,
we see that the application domain indicates the deployment
and goal of detection. We can have a single ML pipeline for
a single data source to provide multiple results for multiple
applications, which interpret the results differently. In this
view, AFS supports a hierarchical domain category and models
the domain category hierarchy explicitly. This is part of the
metadata to associate the results to indicate different applica-
tion categories. The category hierarchy can be implemented
by using hierarchical naming mechanisms.

5) Capturing runtime configuration: Runtime information
about an ML-based detection includes two main aspects.
First, the ML models used in the pipeline have different
runtime parameters, including the composition of multiple
models like ensembles [16]. Second, given an ML model
and its data sources, the configuration of several parameters,
like data sampling rate, window length, and detection fre-
quency, can be customized and configured based on specific
underlying deployment. AFS explicitly supports the capture
runtime configuration based on a change lifecycle. First, at
the deployment time, runtime configuration will be recorded,
like a checkpoint, and sent to the downstream. Whenever

the configuration changes, AFS-aware pipelines should send
a message to inform the change. The message includes a
reference to the analytics subject and other changes. Thus,
downstream applications will be aware of such changes and
make use of the information for their decision.

6) Capturing data source changes: Given the characteris-
tics of an analytics subject explained before, data sources used
for the detection are not necessarily fixed in terms of quality
and quantity. For example, given a wastewater lake, an existing
camera as an data source can be improved if the camera is
upgraded with new software or a new data source can be
added, such as a new camera is added into a new position.
A single detection pipeline using different data sources [17] is
very suitable for the analytics of CASE. The information about
data source can be modeled based on existing information
systems and existing schemas [18]. However, the change of
such data sources cannot be detected by the downstream or it
is challenging for the downstream to detect the change of data
sources by knowing only the detection result. The change is
especially important when the detection result may get poorer,
such as due to the unavailability of a data source, contributing
the quality of input data for the detection.

In AFS, we explicitly model the change of data sources
by introducing a schema for sending changes about data
sources. A basic lifecycle of a data source is given,
covering state like added, removed, unavailable,
changed. Similarly to capturing runtime configuration, we
can provide APIs for pipelines to checkpoint data sources
inside the pipeline (during the deployment and runtime). If
there is a change, the change information will be determined
and sent. The pipeline can also include quality of data sources
that is sampled or observed over the same and send the drift
within the change message.

7) Functions for enriching detection results: Feature in-
stances sent to the AFS may not be completed for downstream
due to various reasons. First, the detection may decide to put
only basic information for efficient purposes, e.g. to be fast or
due to limited deployment. Second, at the detection pipeline,
information is not available and reference data resides in the
place next to the AFS. Therefore, functions can be used to
enrich detection results. Such functions can be deployed at
various points to perform the enrichment at near real-time.

Another aspect of enrichment is related to the reference
sources for metadata. We have to consider the issue that the
edge detection deployment is lightweight. Thus, the results
may include several references, instead of values. For example,
to be efficient, the results from a detection may only include
references to ML models, deployment purposes, analytics
subject (the subject to be monitored), and data sources. Given
such references and sharing purposes, the specific results can
be enriched with metadata obtained from reference sources. In
some situations, a reference source about the metadata is based
on runtime analytics. For example, in oil and gas detection, we
may have an hour volume as references for anomaly detection
results.
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8) Messaging middleware for the AFS (MAFS): Since
detection results are mostly delivered at near real-time to the
downstream applications, various messaging middleware can
be used. In many cases we have to integrate different middle-
ware, due to the diversity of ML detection configurations. We
focus on MAFS atop common, well-established middleware
(like a combination of MQTT, Apache Pulsar and Apache
Kafka) for detection results. We mainly focus on added func-
tions to support the exchanges of AFS-based feature instances
and metadata, meaning the routing and enrichment, because
techniques and software for bridging and integrating multiple
messaging systems are well-developed. Messages encapsulat-
ing feature instances are propagated through a scalable mid-
dleware. Detection push results of feature candidates/instances
to AFS via topics. At the core of AFS, a scalable messaging
system will be used for the following main purposes:

• Context-aware result delivery: Hierarchical category
naming can be mapped to topics/subscriptions. Given the
result constraints, detection pipelines can also support
the concept of context-aware data sharing by fan-outing
or routing the detection results to different topics. This
allows dynamic data sharing at the pipelines and MAFS
level, rather than at the data hub seen in existing works.

• Integration of functions for enriching results: the inte-
gration is based on two different deployment modes:
the internal deployment mode explores serverless and
streaming analytics of the messaging brokers (e.g., Pulsar
Functions [19] and kSQL [20]) to deploy functions. The
external model deployment allows functions to consume
messages that can be implemented using docker-based
microservices or severless functions.

• Delivery of additional non-message metadata: Addi-
tional, non message-based data, such as an image, short
clip or a CSV dataset, linked to feature instances can
also be supported. They can be delivered to downstream
systems via two mechanisms: pull from an edge storage
or push to a cloud based storage.

9) Integration with pipeline development: Metadata and
results as well as AFS models can be used differently: (i) the
implementation of pipelines do not use AFS but the down-
stream applications use AFS to transform non-AFS results.
(ii) existing pipelines can be modified to add metadata into
detection results, and (iii) the implementation of pipelines
completely uses new schemas from AFS. A light pipeline with
limited ML models may detect one types of objects, thus its
feature instances can be associated with a single a category
or domain. A complex pipeline may detect many things, thus
the results include several types of detection, each can have
different naming classes.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the concept of AFS presented in Section III, in
this section we present one implementation of the AFS.

1) Hierarchical category: Figure 3 gives a snapshot of
the hierarchical category for the application purposes. The
principle is that they can be used to annotate the domain with

the detection results. AFS does not enforce a common one and
they can be defined based on the specific deployment.

Fig. 3. Example of the hierachical category. Note that these categories are
customized based on applications and deployments.

2) Detection configuration change: List 3 shows the basic
model for making/informing the change of the detection
pipeline: e.g., window, sampling, topology, detection model,
that will be recorded by using a checkpoint API. Given a
timestamp and analyticsSubject we know that the
configuration has been changed.

class DetectionConfig(BaseModel):
timestamp: float
analyticsSubject: AnalyticsSubject = None
domainCategory: str = None
detectionModel: DetectionModel = None
config: dict = None

Listing 3: Changes in runtime configuration.

3) Data source change: Listing 4 presents the schema
for capturing and sending the change. We use existing data
observability tools for sampling and profiling data from the
sources, such as Ydata [21]. At the deployment of the pipeline
a checkpoint will write the data sources and when there is
change the system will have to do this. This is not carried
out automatically but the API has to be instrumented by the
developer of the ML pipeline.

4) Feature Instance Schema: Features provided by an ML
detection are specific to the ML pipeline implementation.
There are different ways to integrate AFS models with current
results from existing pipelines by using AFS schemas and
functions. Listing 5 presents AFS Feature Instances and a com-
mon structure to encapsulate features from specific pipelines.
However, each pipeline can have its feature structure and use
AFS metadata.
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class DataSource(BaseModel):
name: str=None
type: str=None
sourceRefId: str=None
properties: dict=None

class DataSourceChange(BaseModel):
timestamp: float
analyticsSubject: AnalyticsSubject = None
changeType: ChangeTypeClassEnum = None
dataSources: List[DataSource]

Listing 4: Modeling changes in data sources.

class CommonDetectionResult(BaseModel):
domainCategory: str = None
detectionResult:
Union[ObjectDetectionResult,dict]
detectionSourceRefId: str = None
additionalData: dict = None

class FeatureInstance(BaseModel):
featureInstanceId: str
timestamp: float
detectionResult:
List[CommonDetectionResult] = None
analyticsSubject: AnalyticsSubject
domainCategory: str = None
detectionModel: DetectionModel = None
detectionConfig: DetectionConfig = None

Listing 5: A schema for representing feature instances.

5) Common result handlers for detection pipelines: Results
from a detection ML are sent to middleware for downstream
applications. In cases of specific results (no AFS), a handler
may take the specific result and send it. In cases of a AFS-
aware system, the handler behavior has to be changed by (i)
transforming the specific result to AFS and (ii) filtering/routing
results based on the classname and domain of AFS. In our
implementation, we provide baseclass for ResultHandler.
Each handler can be configured with a data transformation to
send data into the space or customers. Listing 6 shows two
basic APIs for supporting edge pipeline. Both handlers and
transformations for handlers can be dynamically loaded using
configuration information. When sending data into AFS, it
is also possible to use the domain category or class name
to configure the topic and channel (e.g., for publish and
subscription models).

6) Storing and Messaging: Detection results are delivered
by using MQTT, Pulsar and Kafka. Changes are also delivered
as messages but they are different so that the downstream
applications can distinguish between detection results and
changes. However, for some data required for the references to
the detection, such as images and detail logs, we need to use
a different way. In this case, AFS supports REST-based APIs
that pipelines can use to push the data and provide references
into messages.

7) AFS Enrichment Functions: AFS functions are imple-
mented differently from transformation/handlers used at the

#for processing and pushing results to
messaging systems and target services
@abstractmethod
def __process__(self,result):

pass
#for transforming specific results to
AFS-aware results
@staticmethod
def transform(input_detection_result,filtere ⌋
d_domain_category_instance=None,filtered_dom ⌋
ain_category_result=None,filtered_classname= ⌋
None):

pass

Listing 6: Common abstract APIs for sending and transforming
features at the pipeline side.

edge pipeline side to send results to the space. We currently
implement two mechanisms: function embedded into the mes-
saging system and external docker containers. For embedded
function, it is dependent on the messaging system. For exam-
ple, shown in Figure 4 this can be done by having a task in
the streaming processing, e.g., with kSQL [20] or serverless
function like Pulsar functions [19]. The external functions in
containers are well understood and follow a typical model of
bridges of consuming, transforming and republishing data.

stream processing

feature
candidate

context 

AFS enrichment
functions

feature
instances

Fig. 4. AFS enrichment functions deployed within messaging systems.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Testbed and experiment settings

As we cannot present experiments with a real IOC setting,
we emulate IOC scenarios and their CASE using existing data
sources and common ML pipelines. Figure 5 illustrate the
testbed:

• ML-based object detection is for detecting people in
buildings and specific spaces (such as surrounding
wastewater lakes).

• ML-based sound detection (using data from [22]) is for
detecting anomaly of assets (such as the pumps).

• ML-based anomaly detection is for detecting the environ-
mental quality of the wastewater (such as conductivity,
pH, etc. using data from [23]).

These detection pipelines have been developed and deployed
differently and then integrated using MQTT/Pulsar/Kafka and
RQ Queue [24] to push data to downstream applications. Other
external services for the testbed are integrated:

• ML Model Registry: We use MLflow [25] to store detailed
ML model information for enriching detection models,
such as YOLO models for object detection, as well
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as ML benchmark details of other real-world models
for object classification2, including accuracy, throughput,
risks associated with classification, etc. In addition, we
also store basic ML models for anomaly detection of
industrial audio signals trained using data from [22]) and
of time-series sensor measurements.

• Analytics Subject Management: a service based on Mon-
goDB is used for storing details about analytics subjects
and assets. The asset information is based on our expe-
riences with industrial asset management.

ingestion jobs
object detection pipeline

receiving
video

extracting
frames

detecting/segmenting
objects ingesting data

ingestion job queue

sound detection pipelines

receiving
sound

detecting 
sound

public videos

public sound data set
 from industries

assets: machines & pipes

assets: machines & pipes; spaces: wastewater lakes 

sensing measurement detection
pipelines

environment: air quality,
water quality, pressure

detecting
anomaly/change

Fig. 5. Emulation testbed.

For the downstream application, we consider a situation
in which the IOC deploys operation management. When a
problem happens in a CASE, a collection of related anomalies
of assets and environments at a given time needs to be
extracted for additional information to deal with the problem
or to find the root cause. The object detection can also
support the analytics if it signals some important information,
such as people in the space or assets that can cause some
problems. When accessing the metadata supported by AFS,
all anomalies and detected objects related to the CASE can be
easily identified in a unified way.

B. Examples of using AFS models and functions

Let us consider a factory in an IOC ioc-f01 and a
CASE f01-case01. Three entities in f01-case01 are a
pump pump01 (an asset), a wastewater lake wastewater01
(an environment), and the space around the wastewater
lake lakespace01 (a space). Within this CASE, we de-
fine a single analytics subject representing three entities
as-case01wastewater which aims at demonstrating the
management of the collective, instead of individual entities.

In the following, different ways of using AFS are em-
phasized. Listing 7 illustrates the output data given by the
specific schema of an ML pipeline for object detection for
entity lakespace01. Such a detection result requires a deep
integration between the service handling the detection result
and the upstream ML detection. For example, the detection
result classes can be interpreted well only if the downstream
application knows the information about the ML model used.
To be interoperable, one solution is that the data based on this

2obtained from a national research institute whose name is withdrawn for
double blind submission

{
"detection_model_name": "yolov8n.pt",
"ts": 1710591222.862264,
"results": {

"person": 3
},
"source_image_uri":
"source_1710591222.862264.jpg",
"annotated_image_uri":
"annotated_1710591222.862264.jpg"

}

Listing 7: An object detection record based on a specific
schema.

schema can be replaced by using AFS schema (implemented
within the pipeline) or can be transformed into AFS schema
(using an adaptor or a function). Listing 8 presents an example
AFS-based data that can be obtained either by transforming
the specific schema or using AFS API in detection pipelines.
During runtime, the upstream detection can decide changing
the result constraints that affect the detection results, e.g.,
when there is a human work at lakespace01. Listing 9
shows an example of the change message of the detection
constraints. Similarly, changes of data sources associated with
a pipeline can also be sent. Details about an ML model used in
a pipeline can be enriched by using ML Model Registry
and the name of the model encapsulated in the detection result,
e.g. shown in Listing 10. Similarly, detailed about entities in
an analytics subject can be enriched by calling the Analytics
Subject Management service.

C. Example of downstream analytics applications

For newly-developed ML pipelines, detection results can be
represented by using AFS schemas and other enrichment can
be done by functions in the corresponding AFS middleware.
However, without changing anything, detection results from
an existing upstream pipeline can be transformed and enriched
with AFS metadata at the downstream. Figure 6 shows a con-
figuration for the operation management application discussed
in Section V-A, in which results based on specific ML schemas
will be transformed into AFS schema. In this configuration,
many detection pipelines are deployed for streaming data
sources. Different types of pipelines have different types of
results, e.g., for classes and numbers of detected objects
(lakespace01), anomalies from audio signals (pump01),
anomalies from sensing measurements (wastewater01),
and target for different applications (safety vs quality control).
These above-mentioned results are managed uniformly for
all downstream applications using a file storage (Minio),
a document database (MongoDB), and a vector database
(Milvus). However, individual detection results are streaming
for different applications. Then applications can decide to
subscribe suitable topics to get detection results in the same
format (but different types).

For the operation management application, when an
incident or problem happens in the analytics subject
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{
"featureInstanceId":
"956947ff-a05f-492d-a8fc-669d4880653a",
"timestamp": 1710591222.862264,
"detectionResults": [

{
"detectionResult": {

"classname": "yolo_categorym ⌋
apping.objects.person",
"count": 3

},
"detectionSourceRefId":
"as-case01wastewater_533a1f0e-20 ⌋
f2-4f15-ace8-f31baae1d7e1_source ⌋
_1710591222.862264.jpg",
"additionalData": {

"ref_doc": "as-case01wastewa ⌋
ter_533a1f0e-20f2-4f15-ace8- ⌋
f31baae1d7e1_annotated_17105 ⌋
91222.862264.jpg"

}
}

],
"analyticsSubject": {

"analyticsSubjectId":
"as-case01wastewater"

},
"domainCategory": "app.ioc",
"detectionModel": {

"detectionModelName": "yolov8n.pt"
}

}

Listing 8: Example of transform the specific one to the AFS
model. The detection results can include many records.

{
"timestamp": 1710591220.340439,
"analyticsSubject": {

"analyticsSubjectId":
"as-case01wastewater"

},
"detectionModel": {

"detectionModelName": "yolov8n.pt"
},
"config": {

"result_constraints": {
"person": {

"operator": ">",
"value": 2

}
}

}
}

Listing 9: Example of a changes of result constraints.

{
"detectionModelRefId": "pump_id_04_6dB",
"detectionModelName": "pump_id_04_6dB",
"modelInfo": {

"details": {
"name": "pump_id_04_6dB",
"last_updated_timestamp":
1710583057537,
"tags": [

{
"key":
"detectionModelRefId",
"value": "pump_id_04_6dB"

},
{

"key": "detectionType",
"value":
"anomaly_detection"

},
{

"key": "AUC",
"value": "0.987"

}
]

}
}

}

Listing 10: Example of enriching ML model information.

as-case01wastewater, further analytics are required to
check the cause and evidence:

• Operators need to identify all entities in
as-case01wastewater. This can be easily done by
using CASE management integrated with AFS-aware
features.

• After that, operators can use the reference and documents
from the operation management service to obtain images
and all anomalies of identified entities that would be
related to the incident or problem.

Listing 11 illustrates a simple code excerpt triggering the
search for relevant evidence. First, the document database can
be searched to find relevant detection results of the object
detection within a window of time (based on the time when
anomalies in audio signals and sensing measurements are
detected). When checking the detection result returned as
shown in Listing 12, a further search, e.g., similar search,
can be done by retrieving the evidence (ref_image) of the
detection result from the file storage.

VI. RELATED WORK

Edge ML detection: A large number of works on object detec-
tion at the edge in various scenarios have been published [1],
[2], [3], [4]. They many cover (i) ML models and algorithms
for detection, (ii) systems for integration of detection and (iii)
performance evaluation. In the industry, there are many tools
and models available, like [8]. However, the major problems
that can be seen when utilizing them are specific data models
and lack of metadata. Another problem is that these works
do not address the detection and communication of changes
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Fig. 6. Example of configuration and integration for operation management
downstream application use case.

analytics_subject="as-case01wastewater"
#...
start_time = specified_time - interval/2
end_time = specified_time + interval/2
query = {

"timestamp": {'$gte': start_time, '$lt':
end_time},
"analyticsSubject.analyticsSubjectId":
analytics_subject

}
results = db_collection.find(query,projectio ⌋
n=projection)
for result in results:

#...
#get image/evidence in the select result:
temp_data_file=os.path.basename(selected_res ⌋
ult["ref_image"])
#get the image
minio_utils.downloadtolocal(bucket,selected_ ⌋
result["ref_image"],temp_data_file)
print(f'Evidence image: {temp_data_file}')

Listing 11: Simple code illustrating the query of relevant
evidences when a streaming detecting anomalies in both
wastewater01 and pump01.

in detection deployment to the downstream. When utilizing
single models in a single system, one does not face the
interoperability problem. However, it is a great challenge for
the developer when dealing with different detection pipelines.
Our work focuses on reducing such challenges.
Metadata and data transformation: One solution is to use
different transformation functions to transform the specific
data into a common model. However, such a solution does not
provide an interoperable structure, meaning that the choice of
transformation and target are specific. Work in [26] focuses
on querying data to support adaptation. This is a kind of
”downstream” applications based on multiple sources of data.
Detection results with metadata could help to improve such a

{
"id":
"c53f2ba0-921c-4b4b-adf2-227f6f6b8a0a",
"details": {

"featureInstanceId": "c53f2ba0-921c- ⌋
4b4b-adf2-227f6f6b8a0a",
"timestamp": 1710616161.826744,
"detectionResults": [
...
]

},
...
"ref_image": "as-case01wastewater/as-cas ⌋
e01wastewater_8996d661-b4f0-492e-8bd4-b8 ⌋
7f612a2732_source_1710616161.826744.jpg"

}

Listing 12: Examples of object detection results for
lakespace01 when the anomalies occurred at pump01 and
wastewater01.

work. The paper [27] focuses on metadata and data modeling
for assets and processes. Our work differs as we concentrate
on the integration and exchanges of detection results and
analytics.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

If tightly integrated or implemented and controlled by a
single vendor in a close edge-to-cloud infrastructure, the
results from multiple detection pipelines might not need much
metadata. However, today and future’s ML detection relies
on multiple ML models and pipelines developed by different
vendors, is based on marketplace ML models and blackbox
ML as a service [28], [29], and is highly decoupling in terms
of operations and management responsibility. Thus, addressing
metadata for the integration of multiple types of edge ML
detection pipelines are of paramount importance. We have
introduced AFS as a novel framework to abstract individual
detection and unified them for analytics of subjects associated
with collectives of assets, spaces and environments. AFS
introduces various schemas and techniques to link and enrich
metadata for detection integration and interoperability.

Our future work is to improve the prototype and integrate
AFS into real-world systems of intelligent operation centers.
Furthermore, we will focus on the enrichment and downstream
applications, which will help to improve and extend designs
of AFS.
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